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0022174-00000-13 Heart Jeans
Anchor Mouliné Art. No. 4635000-

Embroidery

1 x Anchor Stranded cotton for all shades listed
1 x Anchor Marlitt shade 1078 gold

Beginner

1

4 cm x 4 cm

Hea� Jeans

Heart Jeans

Step 1
Place your jeans front side up.
Step 2
To begin the first heart, take a piece of waste canvas and cut to size. The
first heart needs to go just under the pocket area on the right side of the
jeans (see diagram for placement guidance). Secure the waste canvas into
the correct position on your jeans using tacking thread (see waste canvas
instructions). Cross stitch the heart (see cross stitch instructions).
Step 3
Once complete remove the waste canvas and repeat this step once more
on the diagonal pocket on the reverse of the jeans.
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WASHING INSTRUCTIONS
All our threads are produced in accordance with Oeko-tex standards. PH
values are tested and all our colors dye lots adhere to Global fastness standards. However, it is important to follow our thread washing instructions.
Particularly with dark colors, excess dye can remain on the thread. To minimize any potential bleeding of excess dyestuff it is important to wash the
products in THE HOTTEST TEMPERATURE possible, in accordance with
the specifications of the fabrics, and use a large amount of water. Please
make sure that you also follow the fabric washing instructions. As a precaution, you can also use decolorating sheets that you can find in any
supermarket.
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The garments
that we have chosen to embroider are suggestions and can
147
be substituted onto any garment of your choice.
Fabric: avoid sheer, satin, silk, open weave or open knit fabrics.
Needle: embroidery needle size 9.
Embroidery hoop: use wherever possible.
Waste canvas: 14s count waste canvas is required for the cross-stitch projects, this enables you to stitch the cross-stitch motif directly onto your
garment. Cut the waste canvas to a larger size than the finished embroidery.
You can use either dissolvable waste canvas or waste canvas that is removed
with tweezers after stitching.
Felt: this can be used to stitch on when the fabric that you want to stitch
on is too difficult to stitch through. Select a piece of felt that matches the
colour of your item and use the waste canvas to stitch onto the felt. Once
complete, trim carefully around the stitched area leaving a 3mm allowance
around the stitching and then apply the stitched felt motif to your item
using either slip stitch or a fusible fabric.
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